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if you do not have a scale, try using the notes of a pentatonic scale. the pentatonic scale may be the most useful key for a beginning flutist. when you are first learning the flute, try playing only the notes of a pentatonic scale. (you could just play an octave of the c major scale, or c major pentatonic scale.)
you will gradually expand your tonal vocabulary and learn to play in a variety of keys. fundamentals, such as breath control and intonation, are practiced in most flute lessons. learning to practically play requires attention to finger placement and pressure. this requires experience. it is a skill that requires

practice. for example, start with playing only the notes of a scale. do not worry about the pitch of the note you are playing. if you have a pitch problem, learn to play a few notes, and then come back to the problem. when you play in tune, you will have to add a fingering to your fingerboard to get the pitch
you want. music history historical flute: the story of the flute by l. nelson rose, carol j. burnes. from the publisher: "the flute is a unique instrument with a long history of use, and an equally rich tradition of music. this unique history is explored in this book with an emphasis on the cultural and social impact
of the flute and the many flutists who have led it to its present musical and cultural stature. the book also looks at the evolution of the flute as an instrument and the role of the flutist from the 19th century onward, with particular reference to the work of percy grainger and his more than 300 recordings for

the victor talking machine company. the book also includes an overview of the history of the flute, including the use of the instrument for music and social purposes, and an examination of the lives and work of important flutists and composers. illustrated with many photographs, this book is a rich and
engaging account of the flute and its many places in music history." free.
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the tenor saxophone is a great instrument for playing flute parts. to play the tenor sax, place the
thumb on the bell (back of the instrument) and the finger holes at the third, fifth and seventh keys.

this allows you to play in the correct key, in this case, e major, while using the holes for the notes f, g
and a. there is no need to put your fingers at the first, second and fourth holes. to answer your
questions about fingering on the flute, the fingering in this lesson is "soft" - the same as on the

piccolo. this means that your thumb is on the bell (back of the instrument). on the flute, the keys are
numbered in order from the 3rd hole to the 12th hole. the fingering is numbered in order as well. on

the flute the 1st finger is the lowest, and the 2nd finger is the highest. the flute tricks flute players use
all the muscles in their body to play the flute. this leads to lots of tension in the muscles of the

shoulders, neck and back. when practicing, this tension can lead to achy and stiff muscles. musicians
use the massage technique to relax their muscles and ease the tension. to get the most from a

massage, try to schedule a session at the same time every week, at the same place, and with the
same person. your flute teacher may have suggestions for a good massage therapist in your area. the
tenor saxophone is a great instrument for playing flute parts. to play the tenor sax, place the thumb

on the bell (back of the instrument) and the finger holes at the third, fifth and seventh keys.
springfield symphony orchestra has announced the 2018 season, including the return of their popular
flute academy. students in grades 5-12 can apply to attend one of the following workshops: advanced
flute (2 days), intermediate flute (4 days), or flute portfolio (1 day). advanced flute, intermediate flute,
and flute portfolio students are also eligible to audition for the 2018 flute academy. the flute academy

for high school students will be held in june of 2018. for more information about the flute academy,
please contact melissa belanger at melissa.belanger@springsfieldsymphony.org. 5ec8ef588b
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